Work Session
Pepco Presentation on the Takoma to Sligo Electric System Infrastructure Project

Recommended Council Action
Hear the presentation.

Context with Key Issues
Pepco will provide an informational presentation on the work to take place in the next phase of the Pepco underground subtransmission line project, which will impact a small part of Takoma Park sometime this year.

Council Priority
Engaged, Responsive, and Service-Oriented Government

Environmental Impact of Action
N/A

Fiscal Impact of Action
N/A

Racial Equity Impact of Action
We do not believe any particular group will be disproportionately impacted by this project.

Attachments and Links
Infographic on the Capital Grid Project
The **CAPITAL GRID PROJECT** is a proposed multi-year, integrated solution that would strengthen the reliability and resiliency of the region’s electrical grid.

### The Current System Has Many Converging Needs:
- Less flexible “radial” transmission system and generation backup has been retired
- Aging substations and equipment
- Load growth and rise of solar generation

### The Capital Grid Project Will Address These Challenges By:
1. **Installing** a new, 10-mile underground transmission line
2. **Connecting** updated substations with higher electrical load capacity
3. **Creating** a networked system for transmission

### These Improvements Would Create a System That Enables:
- Enhanced service reliability
- Greater resiliency against unforeseen events
- Greater capacity to handle growth and increased solar resources